You could be a MTL Mentor
Being a Power of Purpose Mentor is a win/win
process: as a Mentor you teach what you know,
and learn as you teach. Each new course is an
adventure that helps you fulfill your own life
purposes while it evokes your passion for life,
and your compassion for others.
You will find the relationship with your
students as rewarding as few other experiences
can be: you deepen your grasp of the truths
and processes of MTL, and see people change
and transform before your eyes.
Consider the PoP Mentor
Training with David Templer
& Letitia Blake in 2017: it is an
investment in yourself that will
pay off for you, and others too.

Teaching The Power of Purpose
You can now choose to teach the course in
different formats: over 6 weekly sessions or
over 3 separate days. And once you have some
experience, you can also offer it as an online
course.

A teaching partnership
“I set up a course with
Aileen with two goals: to
deepen our partnership,
and practice living more
purposefully, and both were
achieved. We found the
partnership mutually supportive as we explored
the material together and challenged each other
to tackle personal issues.
I will always remember a participant who had
been living out of desire for much of her life.
I had done some straight talking using Baseball
before the final session, and she suddenly
dropped her hard, ‘proving’, persona and spoke
gently and authoritatively from her heart. I was
moved by her authenticity, and thrilled to know
I had helped her find her confidence and her
inner strength.” Kathryn Carr

Bringing PoP to Aberdeen
“My intention in setting up this
class was to grow a revenue
stream for myself as well as
bringing the MTL material back
to Aberdeen. My personal
goal was to deepen my own
purposefulness by sharing this
transformative work, and I
achieved that. I held a safe space for people to learn
and explore themselves deeply, and we all experienced
lots of laughter, warmth, and shifts in perspective.
I was moved when I was able to evoke one participant
doing a RIVAS to deepen her intention to something far
more profound than where she started. I was also very
proud when I challenged a participant supportively and
sucessfully when he didn’t want to let go of his lies in
the Clarity Process.
My learning from this included the fact that I don’t
always have to smile at people for them to know I care
about them! I can consciously choose language that
challenges them to experience their feelings, and tell
the truth. Alyson Morley

Take the Phase ‘A’ PoP Mentor Training
Led by David Templer and Letitia Blake
Friday evening 21st to Sunday 23rd July 2017
in Alexandra Park, Manchester
If you have not yet experienced The Power
of Purpose, find out where to take it here
Contact: mentors@moretolife.org
Call: 020 8133 5263
Get the logistics and register here

Offer CPD credits
In November 2014 More To Life was awarded CPD
accreditation for all three Mentor-led courses
The Power of Self Esteem, The Power of Purpose and
The Power of Connection.
Continuing Professional Development is an
annual requirement for many professions
and you can now offer credits to your
students on completion of the course.

